
































































































































4 Lectures on Ancient Philosophy.
【F₀₂₅‒₀₄右】
Lectures on Ancient Philosophy.
By Dr. Busse.
History of the Ancient Philosophy.
Introduction.
Philosophy we call that science which tries to find out the f
3
inal & the highest 
principles of all being & happening & to derive from them the variety, nature, 
& purpose of things.  Philosophy therefore never accepts what is given in 
experience as it is given, but regards each particular fact only in relation to 
a f
4
inal principle & to ‸a‸ complete contemplation of the world.  The following 
₃ problems are the principal problems which philosophy has to resolve; ─
（₁）The origin, nature, meaning, & purpose of the world ─  【F₀₂₅‒₀₅
左】 the existence of God.
　(Metaphysic, Natural Philosophy; in a certain degree Aesthetic)
（₂）The essence of the human soul; the possibility & the nature of the 
human knowledge.
　(Psychology, Logic, Theory of Knowledge)
（₃）The possibility of the freewill; ─  the good & the bad.
　(Ethics, Sociology) ─
The trials made b
5
y the philosophers to resolve these problems form the con-
tents of the history of philosophy.  As the important philosophical systems 
exhibit a cohering & reasonable e
6
volution, it is the business of the history of 
３ 高嶺：which is to find out finer
４ 高嶺：finer
５ 高嶺：The trial by
６ 高嶺：the coherence or reasonable evolution
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philosophy to expose the direction of this evolution & to fix as exactly as 
possible the place which each system maintain in it.
The history of the European philosophy separates into ₃ periods; ─
【F₀₂₅‒₀₅右】
Ⅰ　The Ancient (Greek) Philosophy from (₆₀₀ B.C.‒₆₀₀ A.D.)
Ⅱ　The Mediaeval or Scholastic (Christian) Philosophy (₆₀₀‒₁₅₀₀ A.D.)
Ⅲ　The Modern Philosophy (since ₁₅₀₀.)
In the ₁st period, philosophy is exercised only by private men: it was quite 
independent of the Greek religion, because there was no theology in the 
antiquity.
In the ₂nd period, philosophy has lost its independence & sovereign s
7
olely 
depends on the Christian religion; i.e. on the pope & the church.
In the ₃rd period, philosophy becomes independent of the church again; by 
degrees a strong contrast arises between philosophy & religion or between 
knowledge & faith; the reconciliation of the claims of the heart & of the intel-
lect & the establishment of one both-satisfying contemplation of the world is 
a 【F₀₂₅‒₀₆左】 final aim of the whole evolution of philosophy.
The History of the Ancient Philosophy separates again into ₃ periods, accord-
ing to the period of the political history of Greece; ─
（₁）The Pre-Socratic Philosophy (from about ₆₀₀ to ₅₀₀ BC)
（₂）The Florescence of the Greek Philosophy: Socrates, Plato, Aristotle 
(Aristoteles) (from about ₅₀₀ to ₃₀₀ B.C.)
（₃）The Post. Aristotelian Philosophy (from about ₃₀₀ BC. to ₆₀₀ A.D.)
７ sovereignと書かれたのを横線で消して、その上部の行間に solelyと挿入されている。
高嶺：thoroughly
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Ⅰ The Pre-Socratic P
8
hilosophy.
（₁）The Ionian philosophers, Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes (at about 
₆₀₀ B.C.) ─ , Thales: ─  The principle of all things is water; all come from 
water by its condensation & rar[i]〈e〉f
9





Anaximander taught that the unfinished, & ‸in‸finite & indefinite g
10
round was 
the principle of all things, from which separate the contraries of heat & cold; 





air fire water earth
[a]〈ἄ〉rfktqo
It is not certain [that if]〈w
11
hether〉 that indefinite ground of Anaximander 
means an indefinite material or only the infinite extension.
８ 高嶺：The Pre-Socratic Philosophy is again divided into;
９ 高嶺：rarefaction
₁₀ 高嶺：told that the indefinite & infinite ground




Anaximenes regarded the air as the final ground of all things; the air which 
surrounds the whole world, the air which we breathe in, is the principle as 
well of our own as of all lives; from the air r
12
ise by condensation the water & 
the earth and the animals on it, by rar[i]〈e〉faction the fire.
Rarif Air Cond
fire　air water & earth
Air
The Ionian philosophers have abstracted already in a certain degree from the 
material as it is given immediately in experience because they considered only 
one of the qualities perceivable by the senses or the indefinite material as the 
₁st principle of the other qualities which they derived from it ─
【F₀₂₅‒₀₇右】
But they have not yet abstracted from the material at all nor did they explain 
ｔʰｅ　ｏｒｄｅｒ     the order & ｔʰｅ　ｑｕａｎｔｉｔａｔｉｖｅ　ｐｒｏｐｏｒｔｉｏｎｓ　ｏｆ　ｔʰｉｎɡｓ     the quan 
t
13
itative     This progress was made by Pythagoras of Samos (at ₅
14
₅₀ B.C.) He 
was an astronomer & mathematician & lived at Croton in South Italy, where 
he founded the society of the Pythagoreans.  Not the s
15
ensible qualities but 
that by which all things are ruled & ordered & by which we apprehend them 
& the relations between them, e.g. the f
16
igure, extension, distance, etc. must 
be regarded as the ₁st principle & ultimate ground of things; all the forms & 
proportions of things are referred at last to ｎｕⅿｂｅｒ, number therefore is the 
₁₂ 高嶺：the principles as well as our own lives; from the air arise




₁₆ 高嶺：relation between them, for instance their figure
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principle not only of the order which things exhibits 【F₀₂₅‒₀₈左】 in the world, 
but also ─  & that is the false conclusion of Pythagoras ─  of athings 
themselves.  All things are numbers, e.g.  ｏｎｅ is the point, ｔʷｏ the line, ｔʰｒｅｅ 
the plane, ｆｏｕｒ the solid, five the soul, etc.  The differences between ‸the dif-
ferent‸ numbers are also the differences between things themselves.  Within 
the world all things are full of contrasts; there we have the contrast between 
even & odd, finite & infinite, male & female, light & dark, right & left, good 
& bad, etc.; all these contrasts disappear & are compensated if we consider 
the world as a whole, as an indivis[a]〈i〉b
17
le unity.  The physical constitution 
of the universe the Pythagoreans considered as follows; ─  In the midst of 
a
18
ll there is a godlike central fire, from which life & light radiate through the 
whole world, 【F₀₂₅‒₀₈右】 around it there turn the earth, the moon, & the 
sun, each of them in its own sphere, the movement of these sphere effects an 
harmonious m
19
usic ─  the music of the spheres which expresses the perfect 
harmony of the world.  The imperfectss
The imperfectness of the Pythagorean system demanded a new trial to find 
out the very ground & meaning of the world.  This trial was made by the 
Eleatic philosophers, Xenophanes, Parmenides, & Z
20
eno, who lived in Elea in 
South Italy ‸at about‸ ₅₅₀‒₅₀₀ B
21
.C.
Xenophanes.  If the P
22
ythagoreans had abstracted from the quality of things 
by declaring that number was the principle of all things, Xenophanes now 
went a step farther 【F₀₂₅‒₀₉左】 & drawing the last consequences of this 
₁₇ 高嶺：indivisible
₁₈ 高嶺：in the middle midst of world
₁₉ 高嶺：enormous music
₂₀ 高嶺：world. (₃) This trial was made by the Eleatic philosophers, Xenophanes, 
Paramenides and Zeno［ソクラテス以前の哲学者の第三項目としている。］
₂₁ 高嶺：South of Italy (₅₅₀‒₅₀₀ B.C.)
₂₂ 高嶺：［Xenophanes の表記なしで］If Pythagoras
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abstracting process abstracted from all things, from all variety of existence, 
from Space & Time, from all multitude at all.  There is no multitude but only 
the unchangeable being, “only being is & non-being is not at all” The world 
is God & God is one & all.  The only quality of God is thinking.  He rules all 
by his thoughts.  The world of various forms which we perceive by our senses 
is only a deceitful semblance, an illusion without any r
23
eality; it is the 
non-being.
Parmenides.  Like Xenophanes, he divided the whole world into two parts, the 
world of being & the world of non-being.  The variety of things which form 
the sensitive world is only an illusion & does not exist in truth.  What 【F₀₂₅‒₀₉
右】 exists really is only thinking & this thinking, from which he excludes ‸all 
origination & decease‸ all elements of Space, & Time, all divisibility diversity, 
& movement, he calls God; but although P
24
armenides denied the existence of 
the sensitive world, he notwithstanding tried to explain the variety & nature 
of the non-being things.  He divided all things from ₂ immutable elements fire 
& earth.  Fire is the higher principle; therefore the more fire in a thing, the 
more perfect is it.  The contradiction between the ₂ parts of Parmenides’ 
contemplation of the world ─  Zeno tried to s
25
hun.  Like Xenophanes & 
Parmenides, he denied the existence of the single individual things.  But he 
also tried to prove polemically that there is possible neither multiplicity nor 
movement; s
26
ince these notions 【F₀₂₅‒₁₀ 左】 lead to contradictory 
consequences.
（₁） a） There can be no multiplicity, for it must consist of many units; an 
actual unit is necessarily indivisible and has no extension; consequently 
many non-extended things can not produce any extension and so the 
whole world would be infinitely little or, what is the same, nothing.
₂₃ 高嶺：only deceitful sensible, illusion, without any reality
₂₄ 高嶺：he called God.  But also Parmenides
₂₅ 高嶺：Zeno tried to solve
₂₆ 高嶺：because
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 b） If we suppose that the single things have an extension, then we must 
suppose also that every thing is separated from every other thing by 
something which has also extension, as otherwise it would coalesce 
with it; for the same that reason, these separating things must be 
separated again from those which they separates by yet others; and 
son on; so that all is separated from all by innumerable 【F₀₂₅‒₁₀右】 
things.  And so all finite magnitude disappears, there is nothing in 
existence but infinite magnitude.
 c） If there is a multitude of parts it must be in respect of number limited, 
for it is ‸just‸ as much as it is, no more and no less; but it must be 
equally unlimited in respected of number, fore between that which is, 
there is always again a third & so on ａｄ　ｉｎｆｉｎｉｔｕⅿ
（₂）a） A moving arrow can never reach its t
27
erm〈,〉 for before reaching it, it 
must accomplish ₁/₂ of the distance to it; and of this half again it must 
previously accomplish its half & so on; so t
28
hat it must pass through 
infinite spaces & therefore never can get from one spot to the next 
spot. (A[r]chilles and the Tortoise.)
 b） To be at rest means to be in one & the same place; now in every 
[individable]〈i
29
ndivisible〉 moment 【F₀₂₅‒₁₁左】 the arrow is in one & 
the same place or, according to our definition, at rest; consequently 
the arrow is at rest in all moment or at rest at all
The effort made by Zeno to prove the non-existence of all becoming & all 
multiplicity proves the effort m
30
a in truth that the principle of the Eleatic 
system is a defective one.  This imperfectness stirred up & animated 
₂₇ 高嶺：reach its target
₂₈ 高嶺：its half; so that
₂₉ 高嶺：indivisible






erakleitus of Ephesus (at ₄₅₀ B.C.) to maintain just the opposite a
32
ssertion: 
‘All things are in a continual mutation, in an eternal flux, and their permanence 
is an illusion; there is no peace nor permanence in the world but all becoming 
is to be conceived as the ‸a‸ result of contrast, as a conjunction of hostile 
principles; there is 【F₀₂₅‒₁₁右】 unity in the world only so far as the life of 
the world parts into antitheses, in the conjunction & reconciliation of which 
indeed this very unity consists; this eternal flux is represented by ｆｉｒｅ which 
therefore is the very principle of the world; all things are a certain kind, a 
certain state of fire’: ─  the multiplicity of things, Heracleitus explained by 
a partial extinction of this f
33
ire, in consequence of which it condemns i
34
tself into 
material elements, ₁st ａｉｒ, then ʷａｔｅｒ, then ｅａｒｔʰ.  But after certain time, the 
world resolves itself into the primal fire, in order to recreate itself out of it 
again and so in stated periods these two powers of extinction & ignition are 
alternate in perpetual rotation with each other.  【F₀₂₅‒₁₂左】 It befit〈s〉 for 
the w
35
ise to acquiesce tranquilly in the necessary order of the universe & to 
perceive even in that which seems to us evil an element that is that cooper-
ates to the harmony of the whole〈.〉
Empedocles and the A
36
tomists: Democritos, (L〈e〉ucippus), Anaxagoras. ₄₅₀ 
B.C.
Empedocles of Agrigentum assumed as imperishable being the four elements, 
water, fire, earth, air.  These elements are equally self〈-〉dependent & immu-
table.  They do not pass over into each other but are mutually composed with 




₃₄ 高嶺：it condences itself
₃₅ 高嶺：for wise men
₃₆ 高嶺：₅. Empedocles & the Atomists［ソクラテス以前の哲学者の第五項目］
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each other.  All that is c
37
alled origination & decease, all mutation rests therefore 
only on the mingling and i
38
mmingling of these eternal elements.  At first the 
₄ elements exist together one with each other & immovable in 【F₀₂₅‒₁₂右】 
the “Sphairos,” i.e.  in the pure & perfect globe-shaped divine primitive world 
w
39
here friendship maintained them in unity till gradually strife penetrating 
from the periphery to the interior of the S
40
phairos broke up the unity whereby 
the world of contrarieties in which we live began to form itself〈.〉  Therefore 
at the present time strife is the predominating principle & the world is full 
of contrasts.  But after certain time the uniting principle: love will predominate 
again & then the world will return into its earlier form, into the godlike perfect 
sphairos.
Democritus (Leucippus) taught that not several qualitative elements but a 
primaeval infinitude of original material constituents alike in quality but unlike 
in quantity are the ground 【F₀₂₅‒₁₃左】 of all being & becoming.  These 
constituents he called atoms (from ἄxqnqw indivisible)〈.〉  They are i
41
mmutable, 
extended but indivisible & differ from each other only in size and shape and 
weight〈.〉  All becoming, all quality & variety in the world is to be explained 
by the various figures, order, & composition of the atoms which are united in 
various complexions.  Thus Democritus crashes, so to speak, the E
42
leatic 
unchangeable being into innumerable pieces and declares that these pieces 
were the very unchangeable beings.  The atoms are separated one from 
another by the empty space which is as well a form of real being as the atoms 
themselves.  The origin of the movement of the atoms & the possibility of 
their junction Democritos explains as follows; ─  In the empty space, 
₃₇ 高嶺：each other or that is called
₃₈ 高嶺：the mingling and un-mingling
₃₉ 高嶺：globe shape, divine primitive world; were
₄₀ 高嶺：into the interior of this Sphairos
₄₁ 高嶺：he called atoms.  They are immutable
₄₂ 高嶺：crashes the Eleatic
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【F₀₂₅‒₁₃右】 all atoms fall down but since they differ from each other in 
weight, they fall down with different rapidity, so that some fall upon others 
& are joined with them.  This explanation of the origin of motion being a very 
imperfect one, Anaxagoras endeavored to give a new and more perfect exposi-
tion of it.  Like Empedocles & Democritos, Anaxagoras too denied becoming 
in the proper sense; origination & destruction are nothing else than composition 
& decomposition of the single individual things.  The origin of motion proceeds 
from a world‒forming intellect, the oqῦw (nous) which is absolutely separated 
& free from material & acts with designs.  This intellect he describes as 
spontaneously operative unmixed with any thing, the ground of all 【F₀₂₅‒₁₄
左】 motion by itself u
43
nmoved, everywhere actively present & of all things the 
finest & purest.  Equally original with the oqῦw there stands the mass of the 
material constituents of things in a waste vast chaos.  The oqῦw brought move-
ment into this inert mass in the form of a vortex that perpetuates itself forever. 
This vortex separated all things & set them in order.  With Anaxagoras the 
₁st period of the Greek Philosophy is concluded.  He brings all preceding prin-
ciples into unity & totality.  His chaos of primitively intermingled thing rep-
resent〈s〉 the infinite matter of the Ionic philosophers; but pure p being of the 
Eleatic P
44
hilosophers is to be found in this his nous {oqῦw}
45
 & ‸as both‸ the 
becoming of Heracleitos & 【F₀₂₅‒₁₄右】 movement‸ing power‸ of Empedocles 
in the ‸shaping and‸ regulating p
46
rinciples & the chaotic material constituents 
the i
47
nfinitude of the atoms of Democritos (& Leucippos).
The most different attempt had now been made to give ‸a‸ sufficient explana-
tion of the world’s essence & purpose; but in vain.  Also Anaxagoras had not 
₄₃ 高嶺：operative &, mixed with any thing, the ground of all motions but itself 
un-moveable
₄₄ 高嶺：The pure being of Eleatic Philosophy
₄₅ nous の文字列の上部に oqῦw と書かれている。
₄₆ 高 嶺：regulating principle {power of eternal mind}［power of eternal mind が
principle の上部に挿入されている。欄外に×印あり。］
₄₇ 高嶺：infiniteness
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been able to give a sufficient explanation.  His oqyw is only a mere cause of 
motion and it cannot be understood how this oqῦw which is unmoved himself 
can move the material thing & set them in order.  This being the state of 
things, it is no wonder that men began to doubt if the problems of philosophy 
could be solved at all.
【F₀₂₅‒₁₅左】
VI The Sophists, Protagoras & Gorgias, first m
48
aintained that it were impos-
sible to answer these questions and made the impossibility of all philosophy 
the principle of philosophy itself.
Protagoras taught that there is no absolute truth: man is the measure of all 
things; true is that which the percipient s
49
ubject im in the perpetual flux of 
things & himself is in this at any moment perceives & feels; as perception & 
sensation are with countless people countlessly diverse & excessively various 
even in one & the same person, there results from this the further consequence 
that there are in general no such things as any objective affirmation, that 
opposed assertions with regard to the same object 【F₀₂₅‒₁₅右】 are to be 
received as equally true; that we may d
50
ispute, ｐｒｏ & ｃｏｎｔｒａ on all things & 
every thing with equal authority; & that neither error nor refutation of error 
can possibly take place; Nothing also is by nature good or bad; we may regard 
as law whatever the advantage of the moment brings with it & whatever we 
have the strength & skill to realise.
Gorgias, the most celebrated sophist after Protagoras, taught that nothing can 
exist, since whatever were assumed to exist must have originated or not 
originated; neither of which alternatives is possible to be thought; then if 
something exists it cannot be known in the same form or if it can be known, 
it cannot be communicated.






The right of the sophists is the right of subjectivity, of self-consciousness, for 
t
51
hey first introduced psychological problem into philosophy.  Their u
52
nright is 
the regarding of this subjectivity as only empirical, egoistic subjectivitty; that 
is, the demand that my personal will & opinion shall have the decision of what 
is good and reasonable.  The sophists form the transition from the first period 




II The Flourish of the Greek Philosophy.
Socrates, Plato, Aristoteles.
₁ Socrates.  The ₁st period of the Greek Philosophy began with metaphysical 
investigations & ended with scepticism founded upon psychological basis.  The 
philosophers of the second period accept this basis, but endeavor to erect anew, 
on this basis a metaphysical, comprehensive system.  From a true cognition 
of the nature of the human mind, they tryd to derive a true cognition of the 





　Socrates was born in Athens ₄₇₀ or ₄₆₉ B.C.  His father, Sophroniscos was 
a sculptor; his mother Phaenarete, a 【F₀₂₅‒₁₇左】 midwife.  He devoted himself 
to geometrical & astronomical studies & heard the lectures of Anaxagoras 
(?) & some sophists〈.〉  He was acquainted too with the doctrine of 
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Parmenides, & Heraclitos.  As a loyal citizen of his s
55
tate, he served his father-
land as a soldier in the Peloponnesian war between Athens & Sparta (₄₃₁‒₄₀₄) 
& was present at the battle of Potidaea (₄₃₂) Amphipol Delium (₄₂₄) & 
Amphipolis (₄₂₂).  At Delium, he saved the life & weapons of his friend & 
disciple A
56
ristote〈.〉  After the end of the Peloponnesian war he lived at Athens, 
teaching & learning, but was impeached (₃₉₉) by ₃ personal adversaries; 
(Melet[t]os, Anytus, Lycon) of seducing the youths of A
57
thens & neglecting 
the Gods of the state〈.〉  【F₀₂₅‒₁₇右】 He defended himself with haughtiness 
& dignity, but was condemned to death by his corrupted judges; so he died 
(₃₉₉) by drinking a cup of poison.
b）His Philosophy.
Socrates has written no work, nor has he established a proper philosophical 
system.  He taught at every time & everyone who demanded his 
instruction.
The ground & inevitable presupposition of all knowledge is self-examination 
This self-examination show〈s〉 us that we know in truth nothing, that all our 
knowledge is an imaginary one.  Having stated our perfect ignorance, we have 
to inquire after the way [on]〈in〉 which we can get true knowledge.  The 
method of inquiring which Socrates employed is the 【F₀₂₅‒₁₈左】 analytic, 
inductive method.  He goes out from simple & well-known concepts, regards 
& examines every mark of them, compares them with other similar & opposite 
concepts, and tries so to get at last concepts which e
58
xpress exactly the whole 
contents of the things in questions.  When we have formed judgments in which 
the predicate contains all essential marks of the subject we have a true knowl-




₅₇ 高嶺：the use of Athens
₅₈ 高嶺：tries so to get up the last concept which expresses
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et no great value on natural {p
61
hysical} or meta-
physical investigations, but tried to find out reliable basis of Ｅｔʰｉｃｓ.  The basis 
of all ethics is ｋｎｏʷˡｅｄɡｅ.  It is impossible to do good without knowing what 
is good & it is equally impossible to do ｎｏｔ good when 【F₀₂₅‒₁₈右】 one knows 
what is good; for as good is nothing but that which is useful for it us, how 
s
62
hould any one refuse to do what he knows is most useful for him?  No one 
is t
63
herefore voluntar‸il‸y bad.  To render a man virtuous, we have to teach 
him what is good & what not, but Socrates himself never explained exactly 
the highest good on the knowledge of which all virtue depends.  He commonly 
declares as characteristic signs of virtue ⅿｏｄｅｒａｔｉｏｎ, ʰｏｎｅｓｔｙ, ｂｅｎｅｖｏˡｅｎｃｅ, & 
ｔʰｅ　ｐｅｒｆｏｒⅿａｎｃｅ　ｏｆ　ｏｕｒ　ｄｕｔｉｅｓ　ｔｏʷａｒｄ　ｔʰｅ ɡ
64
ｏｄｓ ＆　ｔʰｅ　ｓｔａｔｅ.  The uncertainty 
of the explanation which Socrates gave of the contents of our knowledge & 
virtue effected that different consequences were drawn by different man from 
the premises stated by him.  【F₀₂₅‒₁₉左】 According to these differences, we 
distinguish ₃ philosophical schools which depend all of them on the philosophy 
of Socrates
₂ The Megaric, Cynic, & Cyrenaic Schools: the incomplete Socratics.
a）The Meganic School.   The founder of the s
65
chools was Euklides, a native 
of Megara.  The truth of our knowledge, as Socrates had stated, depends on 
the right formation of our concepts.  Our general concepts got by the inductive 
method are true.  The highest concept on is which all other knowledge depends, 
is the idea of that which is good.  If our knowledge is true in fact, then the 
₅₉ 判読不明な文字（三文字分）の消し跡。
₆₀ 高嶺：He said,
₆₁ na〈tu〉ral の文字列の上部に physical の文字列が挿入されている。なお高嶺ノート
では natural はなく physical のみ。
₆₂ 高嶺：us. How could
₆₃ 高嶺：No one therefore is
₆₄ 高嶺：to god
₆₅ 高嶺：this school
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exterior things must correspond to it.  Therefore they must 【F₀₂₅‒₁₉右】 
exhibit the same unity which we observe in our own thoughts.  To the highest 
concept of that which is good, must correspond the highest absolute good〈.〉 
And on t
66
his the other things must depend in the same manner as our c
67
oncepts 
depend on this highest idea.  As the things as well as our idea form a unity 
as there is in truth only ｏｎｅ absolute good & ｏｎｅ knowledge of it, so the virtue 
which depends on it must be one unique virtue & the different virtues which 
we commonly assume, are in truth particular forms of this one absolute virtue. 
Since virtue regards or concerns o
68
nly the highest good, the wise & virtuous 
man has to avoid all that could turn him off 【F₀₂₅‒₂₀左】 from this highest 
g
69
ood, especially the concrete sensitive things〈.〉
b）The Cynic School is founded by Antisthenes.  He took the principle of 
Socrates that virtue must be the highest aim of all men as fundament of his 
whole philosophy〈.〉  Virtue means not only as Socrates taught absence of 
wants which does not exclude pleasure at all, but ‸virtue‸ is perfect abstinence 
from all pleasures, not only from pleasure but also from honesty, knowledge, 
education, etc.  The wise man does not struggle for these vanities. 
Consequently the Cynic philosophers, especially Diogenes of Sinope lived as 
‸*
70
*‸ beggars & was were proud of this way of life.
【F₀₂₅‒₂₀右】
c）The Cyrenaic School was founded by Aristippos, a native of Cyrene in 
Africa.  The basis of his system was the principle of Socrates that good is 
that which is useful for us.  Useful & consequently good is which what affords 
₆₆ 高嶺：the highest absolute [欄外に×] truth and on this
₆₇ 高嶺：our conception
₆₈ 高嶺：Since virtue regards only
₆₉ 高嶺：turn him of this highest good
₇₀ ここに二文字分ほどの挿入跡（₁₄と書かれているように見える跡）がある。しかし
高嶺ノートでは lived as beggars とのみ記されており、文脈上もこのままで意味をな
すように思われる。高嶺：lived as beggars
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a pleasure, for we know no other good.  Virtue is pleasure.  It is the business 
& even the duty of every man to enjoy as many pleasures as he possibly can. 
We have to avoid these pleasures which are attended with inconvenient con-
sequences but careful selection of pleasures is all that can be demanded.
₃ Plato
a）His Life.  Plato was born in Athens at ₄₂₉ BC or ₄₂₇ BC. His father, Aristo, 
【F₀₂₅‒₂₁左】 & his mother Perictione belonged to old noble & wealthy fami-
lies.  So they were able to give to their son an excellent education〈.〉  From 
his ₁st instructor Krat[u]〈y〉lus, an adherent of Heraclitos, Plato learned the 
Heraclitic philosophy. ₂₀ years old, he became acquainted with Socrates & 
became his best disciple.  After the death of his friend & teacher (₃₉₉) he 
left Athens & went to Megara where he made the acquaintance of Euclid. 
From here he travelled to Egypt & Cyrene & then l
71
ived some years in Athens 
as a philosophical teacher & author.  About ₄₀ years old (₃₈₈), he visited 
South Italy where he learned the system of Pythagoras & Syracuse, the resi-
dence of 【F₀₂₅‒₂₁右】 the tyrant Dionysios.  Here he lived some years, but 
became at last suspicious to the t
72
yrant who arrested him & delivered him to 
a Lacedaemonian slave-holder.  In Agina, he was redeemed by his friend, 
Anniceris & returned to Athens where he opened a school in the Gymnes of 
Academies.  Afterwards, he returned twice to Syracuse; but since the second 
voya[nc]〈g〉e he lived at Athens till his death〈.〉  In his school he taught 
Philosophy & Mathematics which he understood very well〈.〉  He died in the 
year ₃₄₇ B.C.  He was a clean & serene genius superior to all that troubles 
the common mass of men〈.〉
b）His System
【F₀₂₅‒₂₂左】
With Plato the Greek philosophy reaches its highest point.  He first established 
₇₁ 高嶺：[S]〈C〉yrene, And there lived
₇₂ 高嶺：but became suspicious of the tyrant
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a great comprehensive system, in which he united all the different points of 
view, on which the previous philosophers had founded their systems.  Whilst 
they had ‸taken‸ into consideration only a part of the whole reality, the sensi-
tive things, or ‸the‸ external things world at all, or the nature of our own 
mind, Plato’s System, comprised as well the whole intellectual as the whole 
physical w
73
orld. Like Socrates, he began with psychological investigations; like 
Socrates, he maintained that all philosophy has to begin with self-examination. 
From the ignorance which this self-examination show〈s〉 us, we have to elevate 
ourselves to the true knowledge which can ‸be‸ reached by only by the dia-
lectic method of Socrates.
【F₀₂₅‒₂₂右】
₁°　The Platonic Dialectic.  We can distinguish ₃ stages of knowledge: sensa-
tion, experience, dialectical knowledge (à p
74
riori)〈.〉  The sense-perception is 
very uncertain.  It shows only the changeable sensibletive qualities of things; 
not the real things themselves.  When we compare different sensitive things 
one with another & find out by this comparison as well the general species, 
the particular forms of which individual things are, as the general laws to 
which all things obey, we get t a second stage of knowledge〈.〉  But experience 
can never afford an absolute certainty but only a certain probability.  Thus 
we learn by the ₂nd kind of knowledge facts but no reason.  The ₃rd kind of 
knowledge the dialectic or philosophical k
75
nowledge 【F₀₂₅‒₂₃左】 expresses the 
very nature of all things.  This knowledge affords the general ideas, on which 
all particular things depend & from which they can be derived〈.〉  True 
knowledge is knowledge of ideas〈.〉  If this knowledge s
76
hall be true, the nature 
₇₃ 高嶺：their system〈s〉, whilst they had taken into consideration only a part of 
whole reality, sensitive thing〈s〉 of the external world at all or nature of our own 
mind.  Plato’s System comprises as well the whole intellect〈ual〉 as the whole physi-
cal world.
₇₄ 高嶺：（a priori knowledge dialectic）
₇₅ 高嶺：dialectic of philosophical knowledge
₇₆ 高嶺：should
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of things themselves must correspond to it, that is, very general notion cannot 
be mere subjective impressions, but must be real substances.  Thus Plato 
draws c the metaphysical consequences of the Socratic theory〈.〉
₂°　The Physics of Plato.  The ideas are the unchangeable eternal prototypes 
of the single individual things; the latter are particular imperfect copies of the 
former.  The eternal ideas exhibit a coherent system in which is as well unity 
as multitude.  They all d
77
epend on one highest idea, 【F₀₂₅‒₂₃右】 the idea of 
the highest good, & can be d
78
erived from it.  They are unity all of them.  In 
contrast with these eternal ideas the single concrete sensitive things are in 
an eternal flux.  They are changeable & perishable.  As they are copies of 
eternal ideas they must take part of them in some degree.  As they are 
changeable & perishable they take part to〈o〉 of another principle which is 
the cause of this inconstancy.  This ₂nd principle is the formless matter (empty 
space) which is without any reality.  Plato calls it the nonbeing.  By the junc-
tion of both principles, the eternal ideas & the formless matter, the single 
concrete things arise.  Materialter produces the material, the ideas the 
【F₀₂₅‒₂₄左】 forms of the concrete things〈.〉  As the form which comes from 
the eternal ideas is the higher principle, the perfections of a thing depends on 
the proportion between form & matter in it.  The more the form predominates 
over the matter, the more perfect the thing will be〈.〉  Thus plants are more 
perfect than inorganic things; animals more perfect than plants; the most 
perfect being on the earth is man; He alone has self-consciousness, reason, & 
a freewill.  So we have two v
79
ery different principles of the world ideas or 
immaterial forms & formless m
80
aterial, t for the junction of which produces 
₇₇ 高嶺：All depends
₇₈ 高嶺：and can not be derived
₇₉ この very は前後の単語の狭い隙間にあとから挿入されている（ただし ‸ のような
挿入記号はない）。
₈₀ 高嶺：So we have two different principles of world, ideas or immaterial form and 
formless matter
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the real concrete things.  I
81
f this junction of two so different principles may 
take place, a mediator is wanted〈.〉
【F₀₂₅‒₂₄右】 Plato regarded as mediator the mundane soul which is 
unchangeable like that eternal ideas but extends through the whole world & 
moves all things (In a later period of his philosophy, Plato regarded number 
as mediating p
82
rinciple).  The whole world is a perfect glob[l]e, in the center 
of which the earth w
83
aves as the globe itself.  Around it turn[s] the stars, 
each in its own sphere.
₃°　Plato’s Psychology.  The human soul resembles the mundane soul.  It is 
immaterial like the eternal ideas & moves its own body as the mundane soul 
moves the whole world.  It is immortal & has no origin.  Before the soul was 
joined with this body, it lived in 【F₀₂₅‒₂₅左】 another perfect world in which 
it saw the eternal idea by immediate intuition.  On occasion of influences 
exerted by the concrete things, the copies of the eternal ideas, we remember 
this knowledge we had before & are therefore capable to apprehend the eternal 
ideas〈.〉  All knowledge is remembrance.  According to our behavior in this 
life, we ‸either‸ return all after our death to its original ‸seat‸ or we have to 
perform other lives in other body.
Not the whole contents of our soul is immortal but only the highest part of 
it.  The human soul is divided into rational part & irrational one which can 
be divided again into ₂ parts.
So we have [○]〈₃〉 parts of the s
84
oul
₈₁ この If は文字（判読不明）の消し跡の上から書かれている。高嶺：That this junc-
tion of two so different principles may take the mediator is wanted〈.〉
₈₂ 高嶺：（in the later principle of his philosophy Plato regards number as the mediat-
ing principle）
₈₃ 高嶺：earth waves (suspend)
₈₄ 高嶺：So we have three parts of soul.  清沢ノートの○には３という数字が入った
はずである。
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（₁）the mqckvxklóo or reason
　(seat; head)  （₂） the
【F₀₂₅‒₂₅右】
（₂）the iynów or courage
　(breast)
（₃）the ἐrkiynhxklóo or desire
　(belly)
₄）Plato’s Ethics.
The ideas are not only the forms of things, but also the purpose of them which 
shall be realized by them.  To explain the nature of things, we must regard 
therefore in the ₁st place these purposes (teleological explanation in contrast 
with natural explanation).  The highest purpose of all things is expressed by 
the highest idea of that which is g
85
ood.  The highest good is the aim to which 
all things, especially men, tend.  This highest good which is at the same time, 
the highest virtue depends on knowledge〈.〉  The highest kind of knowledge 
alone, the philosophical knowledge 【F₀₂₅‒₂₆左】 which belongs to the 
mqckvxklqo can afford this knowledge.  So the virtue of man must principally 
depend on the nature & perfectness of this highest part of the soul.  Plato 
distinguished ₄ kinds of virtue.
（₁）Sophia vqz[kά]〈ίa〉 or wisdom (mqckvxklqo)
（₂）ἀodtfka or bravery ([x]〈i〉ynqw) A man is brave when the [x]〈i〉ynqw 
admits the decision of the that which is to be feared & ‸what‸ not, to reason, 
not to desire
（₃）v~ztqvύoh or self-possession.  The ([f]〈ἐ〉rkiynhxklqo) W
86
hen our 
desire obeys to our reason, we have self-possession〈.〉
（₄）When all parts of this soul are in harmony one with another; i.e. when 
₈₅ 高嶺：by the highest idea which is good
₈₆ 高 嶺：₃. [Soflozuine]〈Sophrosyne〉, or self-possession.  This virtue belongs to 
Epi[de]〈thy〉m[i]〈e〉‸ti‸kon. When
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lato is founded on his psychology.  The state is that by the great 
which the human soul is by the little.  While it is the business of the single 
individual to render himself v
90
irtuous it is the business of the state to render 
all its citizen virtuous〈.〉  As the perfectness of the soul depends on the per-
fectness of its highest part & the domination of it over the other parts, the 
perfectness of a state depends on the perfectness & predomination of the men 
who rule i
91
t. Therefore the rulers of a state must be men who have the highest 
【F₀₂₅‒₂₇左】 knowledge on which the highest virtue depends; i.e. philosophers. 
As this the soul, Plato divides the citizen of the state into ₃ parts or classes
（₁）rulers or [a]〈ἀ〉t|qoxfw; they correspond to the mqck[w]〈vxk〉lqo & 
have the highest power in the s
92
tate
（₂）warriors or ἐrklqytqo〈;〉 they correspond to the [x]〈i〉ynqw〈.〉  They 
have to defend the state against exterior & interior enemy〈.〉  They have to 
obey to the rulers not to the ₃rd class or
　　₃）vulgar or |thnaxkvxak; the only virtue of w
93
hich is to obey.  When the 
₁st class consists of perfect 〈m
94
an〉, the state has the virtue of vqzίa; when 
₈₇ σのうしろに数文字分の空欄がある。おそらく（dίlakqwではなく）dklakqvύohと書
こうとしたからで、そのために v が語末のシグマ（w）になっていないのであろう。高
嶺：or Dikaiosine or justice
₈₈ Theory of Politics などの略号と思われる。
₈₉ 高嶺：₅. Plato’s Politics Politics of Plato
₉₀ 高嶺：Whereas it is bus business of single individual to render self virtuous,
₉₁ 高嶺：As perfection of soul depends on the perfection of its highest power and 
domination of this power over other powers perfectness of state depends on the 
perfectness and predomination of man who rules it.
₉₂ 高嶺：the highest power of state
₉₃ 高嶺：the third class vulgar the only virtue of which
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the ₂nd class obeys to the ₁st, it [is]〈h
95
as〉 the virtue of [a]〈ἀ〉odthfka; when 
the vulgar obeys to the ruler, the state 【F₀₂₅‒₂₇右】 has self-possession or 
v[q]〈~〉ztqvyoh; at last when all the classes are in harmony with one another 
the state h
96
as justice (vdklakqvyoh); This harmony can be reached & preserved 
by education〈.〉  All education therefore m
97
ust be state education〈,〉 for only 
then when the state itself or the rulers control the education of the c
98
itizens 
there is a guarantee that they will become virtuous〈.〉  The education of the 
citizens is a different one according to the different classes to which they 
belong.
No one can choose himself his position but the rulers place him in that class 
for which his talents are to fit h
99
im〈.〉  Those who have been 【F₀₂₅‒₂₈左】 
selected for the ₁st class have to learn music, gymnastic, mathematics, & 
philosophy.  When they are ₅₀ years old & have proved their pr c
100
redibility, 
they are admitted amongst the rulers & are obliged to devote themselves to 
their political duties & to philosophical investigations〈.〉  This they will do the 
better when they have nothing [to] which might turn them off from their 
duty.  Therefore they are not allowed to possess peculiar propriety or proper 
warrior wife as wives.  In the ₂ ₁st classes, all wives or women & all posses-
sions are common to a
101
ll under control of the state.  The warriors have to 
learn only music & 【F₀₂₅‒₂₈右】 gymnastic.  With regard to the ₃rd class, 
vulgar, Plato has given no rule & their condition is matter of indifference. 
They may take their way as they like b
102
est. In a later p
103
eriod, Plato changed 
₉₄ man は高嶺に基づく。高嶺：When first class consists of perfect man
₉₅ has は高嶺に基づく。高嶺：it has virtue of Andr〈e〉ia
₉₆ 高嶺：in harmony, state is ‸has‸
₉₇ 高嶺：All educations must
₉₈ 高嶺：when state itself control the education of citizen
₉₉ 高嶺：No one can choose his position himself, but ruler places him in that class 
for which his talent suit him.
₁₀₀  高嶺：When ‸they were‸ fifty years old & [×○印] were proved their credibility
₁₀₁  高嶺：In the first two classes all wives & possessions are in common to all
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in some degree his political opinions.  It is sufficient when the rulers are well-
educated men and study mathematics & music.  He admitted p
104
ropriety but 
no one shall possess more than ₅₀₄₀ acres.  Men may have their proper wives, 
but marriages shall he controlled by the state; and the education of the children 
must be state-education.
₁₀₂  高嶺：as they like ‸best‸least.
₁₀₃  この In a later periodを境にして筆記の様子がふたたび変わる。筆記用具ばかりか、
筆跡も違っている（濃くしっかりと書かれてかなり読みやすくなっている）ように見
える。註₅₃を参照。






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































₁₀₇  高嶺ノートに基づいて man を挿入して訳出する。
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ろう。したがって、彼らは私有財産や自分だけの妻を所有することが許されな
い。二つの一級階層では、あらゆる妻と女性、またあらゆる所有物は、国家の
統制下で全員に共有されるものなのである。戦士たちが学ばなければならない
のは、音楽と体育だけである。【F₀₂₅‒₂₈右】第三の階層である大衆に関しては、
プラトンは何の規則も与えておらず、彼らの状態はどうでもよいことである。
彼らは自分たちがいちばん望む通りに進んでよい。後の時期になると、プラト
ンはいくぶんその政治的見解を変えた。支配者たちが十分に教育された人間で
数学と音楽を学んでいれば、それで十分である。彼は私有財産を認めたけれど
も、誰も₅₀₄₀エーカー以上を所有してはならない。男たちは自分だけの妻をも
ってもよいが、結婚は国家によって統制されねばならない。そして子どもたち
の教育は国家による教育でなければならない。
